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Abstract

One of the most important factors when caring for a pet is ensuring that the pet is eating a proper
diet. For those who have busy schedules, feeding one or more pets at the same times every day
can become difficult. Having more than one pet can pose its own challenges. Without watching
them eat, it is almost impossible to know how much food each pet consumes; one could be eating
all the food while the other eats almost nothing. The Pet Food Protector can solve all these
issues. It is designed to serve as an automatic food dispensing and monitoring system for one pet.
The owner can input a customizable feeding schedule along with a desired food output and the
Pet Food Protector will dispense the portion of food at each set time. Data from eating patterns is
collected and made available to the owner via the Pet Food Protector app. Through the use of a
special tag placed on the collar, the Pet Food Protector will be able to recognize when the pet
approaches the device. When this happens, a lid will open revealing the food. If the pet leaves,
the lid will close protecting the food.

Key Features:
•

Automatic food dispensing based on user defined schedule

•

Food access to only one designated pet

•

Data on eating habits collected and displayed via app
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1. Problem Statement
1.1 Need (TD, BG):
According to the American Pet Products Association (APPA) National Pet Owners
Survey, about 67% of U.S. households own a pet. Also, according to AVMA
(American Veterinary Medical Association), on average, each household owns
roughly two pets. Keeping each pet away from the other's food can become a problem
due to the fact that an owner will not always be able to watch each pet while they are
eating. For example, dogs and cats require different diets so consuming the wrong
food can lead to nutritional deficiencies. Also, pets do not always eat all of their food
right when it is given to them. This can result in other pets eating their food. A device
is needed to ensure that each pet is only able to access their portion of food to assure
they avoid over/under eating.

1.2 Objective (TD, BG):

The objective of this project is to design a device that can control and monitor pets'
food consumption while keeping each pet separate from the others. The device will
detect a certain pet, using a transmitter and receiver that would be on the collar of the
day and in the device itself, and enable them to access their specific food by way of
an opening and closing lid. If the pet leaves the area, the food is no longer accessible.
The device will also track the amount of food consumed and regulate how much food
should be consumed in a given amount of time. This will allow owners to feed their
pets without worrying about overeating or a pet consuming the wrong food.
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1.3 Background (TD, BG):
The design of this device is a pet feeder that regulates and dispenses dry food based
on a predetermined amount set by the pet owner. If there are multiple pets in one
home, each will have their own Pet Food Protector. The device should also be able to
determine if the correct pet approaches their own food protector. If the pet is at their
specific food protector, then a positive sound (such as a high pitched “ding”) will
alert the pet and the owner. This would indicate to the owner that the pet has gone to
the correct pet food protector and is eating their own food. Likewise, if the pet
approaches a food protector that does not belong to them, then a negative sound (such
as a buzzer) will again alert the pet and owner just as the positive sound does. This
can be determined by a transmitter and receiver that would be attached to the pet’s
collar, which would correctly identify the pet at their designated food protector.

Once the pet approaches their food protector, the food for the pet will be delivered to
them and they will be able to start or continue eating. The dispensing of food will
occur at a predetermined time set by the owner and the food will be available any
time after that until the food is consumed. The food will be measured out according to
the owners’ specifications and be displayed to the pet whenever they are next to their
pet food protector. A scaling feature will need to be implemented to monitor a pet’s
food intake and make sure that the pet will not overeat or mess up their diet in any
way. If a pet were to eat some of the food in the bowl but not all, the scale would be
able to detect this when the pet is to be fed again and dispense the correct amount of
food.
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When the pet leaves the area, the lid closes so that no other pet that the owner might
have can go near the food and start to eat it. This is done to ensure that another pet
cannot stray away from a certain diet or become sick if they happen to eat another
pet’s food.

Obesity in pets, namely dogs and cats, has become an issue in the last few decades.
For humans, different standards have been set to determine whether a person is
overweight or obese. This is typically determined from body mass index (BMI),
which is a ratio of weight (measured in kilograms) divided by height squared
(measured in meters). Because there is a large variance in the size and weight of
different pet breeds, a slightly different system is used. Dogs and cats can be
considered overweight if their body weight is more than 15% higher than the optimal
body weight for that particular breed; similarly, they are considered obese if they
exceed 30% [1]. Compiling various studies conduction around the world leads to an
estimate that 22-40% of the dog population is obese [1].
Obesity can be attributed to a few different causes in pets. Diseases, such as those that
affect the thyroid, prescription drugs and genetic defects are all factors that can
contribute to pet obesity, however these cases are rarer. The main reason for pet
obesity is from “having a mismatch in energy intake and energy expenditure” [1].
This is to say that pets who consume too much food and do not get enough exercise
can develop obesity problems. For some pet owners, it may be difficult to increase the
activity level of their pet(s) due to a busy schedule. However, changing the food
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intake of the pet(s) can be an easier way to maintain or get to a healthy weight. The
proposed concept of the Pet Food Protector will allow pet owners to regulate and
track the food intake of their pets while ensuring that each pet is only able to access
their specified portion of food.

It is important to keep in mind that even though reducing pet food intake is an
important first step in controlling obesity, making sure a pet gets the proper amount
of activity daily is also important. In a study conducted, 70% of pet dogs receive 1-3
hours of activity per day, while 17% receive less than one hour [2]. There were links
between pet obesity / overweight and the activity level of the pet [2], however not as
prevalent as the amount of food consumed.

The current design of most food protectors or food dispensers mostly contain an
RFID tag attached to the pet to scan them when entering the designated area,
microcontrollers to support WIFI signals and regulate all system processes that need
to be handled [7], and a bulk storage system for the food. While some designs do use
a scale to measure out the food for the specific pet, most designs researched did not
contain a scale. Also, some designs are more suited towards certain pets. If it was a
cat food protector, the design would implement a place for food, consisting of a food
storage container and a bowl for the food, a place for water, where the water is
dispensed the same way as the food, and a place for a litter box, where anything that
the cat would do, here is monitored to ensure the cat is healthy [3]. However, for this
design concept, the food protector is going to be focused only on food, so it deals
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with any animal and contains just the food for the pet. Currently, there are designs for
pet food protectors that use RFID for authentication of the pet, use Android
applications to set a feeding schedule, monitor the processes of the device, update any
food stock, and register/unregister other devices so they can be used or cannot be
used [4]. On the software side of the project, many current designs use Blynk, which
is an application that could be used on smartphones, both IOS and Android. Many of
the parameters that are measured using the app include the pet’s data, this being what
kind of pet, its weight, and the food is consumed from day to day. Other things
include scheduled feeding times, history of the times the pet ate, and the controls for
the actual device [5]. The design concept would likely contain all of these concepts as
they are essential in dealing with pet care on a day-to-day basis.

One feature included in the Pet Food Protector that sets it apart from existing designs
is the implementation of audio output indicating the status of the system. This design
choice stems from the famous experiment conducted by Ivan Pavlov regarding
conditioning reflexes in dogs, also known as “Pavlov’s Dogs.” To briefly summarize
Pavlov’s experiments, saliva production in dogs was measured initially when they
were fed, and separately while a bell was ringing. Following this initial test, the dogs
were fed multiple times while a bell was ringing. After being fed in this way, the
saliva production was measured again with only the sound of the bell ringing. The
conclusion of this experiment was that the reflexes of the dogs were conditioned to
associate the sound of the bell with being fed, causing them to salivate when a bell
was ringing even if no food was present [6]. The audio output signals of the Pet Food
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Protector are intended to achieve the same goal: to condition the pet. When a pet
approaches their own bowl, a positive tone will play, and they will be able to access
their food. If they approach another pet's food bowl, a negative tone will play, and
they will be unable to access the food. This should condition the pets to only attempt
to eat their own food. For the proposed design concept, each pet will need their own
pet food protector, and each will contain their own bowl. The positive sound will play
if one pet enters the area and is the pet associated with that protector or the negative
sound will play if multiple pets’ approach one protector.

There are some patents that are out there that are relevant to this design concept. In
the patent by David B. Jalbert, he uses a door, placed above the food bowl, that opens
and closes once the correct pet enters and leaves the area so that no other pet or any
small child can eat the designated pet's food. Jalbert also makes sure that if multiple
pets are in the area, the food will not show [7]. However, one thing that differs
between the design concept in mind and Jalbert’s patented design is that Jalbert’s
does not implement a scale to regulate the food that goes into the bowl. Instead, the
device can be set to dispense a fixed amount of food a specific number of times per
day. This could become an issue if the bowl is overfilled, then the pet could overeat.
The implementation of a scale in the Pet Food Protector will provide a more accurate
way to track exactly how much food a pet eats. While Jalbert’s design does include a
food storage system, tags being scanned to let the device know if it is the correct pet
or not, and prevention of other pets from eating that specific pet's food, Jalbert’s
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design could be improved through the implementation of a scale for more accurate
food consumption tracking.

Another patent relevant to this design concept is a patent by Sundararajan
Krishnamurthy. In their design, Krishnamurthy uses a feeding bowl and a timer
module that basically uncovers the bowl at the predetermined time set by the owner.
Krishnamurthy design can be used to reinforce good behavior and training to the pet
[8]. This is relevant to this design concept since the Pet Food Protector will use an
audio signal to determine if the pet entering the area is the correct pet or not. This
would train the pets to go to the correct area and eat their own food maintaining
whatever diet that pet is on as stated in previous sections.

1.4 Marketing Requirements (TD, BG):
1. This system should be portable, meaning relatively small and easy to move
around.
2. This system should dispense a predetermined amount of food.
3. This system should be able to detect the pet as it approaches the food protector.
4. This system should only allow each pet to access their own food.
5. This system should monitor the food intake of each pet.
2. Engineering Analysis
Five major subsystems have been identified for the scope of the proposed project: Lid
Operation, Food Dispensing, Food Intake Monitoring, Power Distribution, and User
Interfacing. Lid Operation entails the control of the motor responsible for restricting access to
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food unless specified conditions are met. Food Dispensing consists of the operation
necessary for providing a user-specified amount of food for the pet at a user-specified time.
Food Intake Monitoring includes all components and software necessary for measuring and
calculating the amount of food consumed by the pet at each feeding time. Power Distribution
includes the input power from a standard household outlet, and all voltage conversion and
regulation necessary to supply power to each electronic component in the project. Finally, the
User Interfacing Subsystem exists to input user-specified settings such as feeding time and
feeding amount to the device.

2.1 Power Distribution (BB, TD):
The Power Distribution subsystem will require several electronic components to
supply power to each of the other subsystems, as well as a PIC24FJ128GA010
microcontroller responsible for all device operations. The microcontroller requires a
3.3VDC connection for power, therefore a 120VAC to 3.3VDC conversion is
required for proper use. An AC/DC converter has been purchased to perform this
conversion.

The Lid Operation, Food Dispensing and Food Intake Monitoring subsystems require
a 6.0VDC power supply. This is to drive both the position servomotor (Lid
Operation) and the continuous rotation servomotor (Food Dispensing), as well as the
load cells (Food Intake Monitoring). An additional AC/DC converter has been
purchased to supply this required 6.0VDC.
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2.2 Food Dispensing (TD):
The food dispensing subsystem is responsible for the action of dispensing dry food
from the bulk food storage to the bowl. Food will be dispensed at user defined times
throughout the day and will output a portion of food within five percent error of the
desired, user-specified weight of food in grams.

The mechanical design of the system was one of the first topics to be addressed. The
mechanism must be able to output a precise amount of food. In order to accomplish
this, an auger style food dispenser will be implemented. At the time of writing, this
dispensing system has been prototyped through the process of 3-D printing, however
the prototype was found to be too small. The 3-D model of this design has not been
included in this report due to the fact that it will not be used for the final design. The
diameter of the auger was not large enough making it difficult for dry food to be
passed through it. In future iterations, this mechanical design will allow for food to
easily be dispensed, ideally without the possibility of blocking or jamming the
system.

In order to drive the dispensing system described above, a continuous-rotation
servomotor will be implemented. A servomotor was chosen because the accuracy and
ease of control. The chosen servomotor is the DFRobot 360º 20KG, which has a stall
torque of 19.3kg.cm. With this stall torque in mind, the bulk food storage will be
physically designed to funnel the food into the dispensing mechanism without
creating enough torque to exceed this value. The servo is powered by a 6V supply and
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is controlled through the use of pulse width modulated (PWM) signals sent by the
PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller. The schematic of the rotational servomotor and
its connections can be seen below in Figure X.

Figure 1: Schematic for Food Dispensing servomotor

Varying the PWM signal can change both the speed and direction rotation. For
implementation in this system, the speed and direction of rotation will remain
constant, however what will change is the time or rotation (or time dispensing). The
code below shows the function for food dispensing:
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Figure 2: Code for Dispense Function (Food Dispensing Subsystem)

This function takes in a portion size and rotates the servo, as well as the auger for
dispensing, for a proportional amount of time. This function is not currently
calibrated to dispense an accurate amount of food due to the lack of a finalized
mechanical design. However, upon completion of this design, the food output of the
system (weight in grams) can be plotted for varying rotation times. This will allow
the system to be calibrated to dispense an accurate and precise amount of food.

Before food is dispensed, there are conditions that need to be satisfied; one of which
is checking to see if the lid is open. It has been established that if a pet is currently
eating, or detected at the bowl and the lid is open, food will not be dispensed. If this
occurs, the system will wait until the pet is no longer in the area and then dispense the
proper amount of food. If there is no food in the bowl and the lid is open, the pet
could be waiting for food, in which case food may be dispensed. The logic of when
and when not to dispense food is still a work in progress and will be finalized as
subsystem integration continues.
Page 17

2.3 Lid Operation (BB, TD, BG):
The Lid Operation and Food Dispensing subsystems employ motors to execute their
primary functions. These motors will require a separate voltage connection for power.
This will be accomplished using an AC/DC converter from 120VAC to the required
motor voltage once it is known. In order to pick a proper motor, the required rated
torque was found. Referencing an object of similar size and material to what the lid
was envisioned to be, a range of possible lid weights was found, being 40g to 80g. If
the distance from the motor to the centroid of the lid is approximated to be 3 inches or
7.62cm, the required torque can be calculated, and seen below:

𝐹40𝑔 = 𝑚𝑎 = 0.04𝑘𝑔 ∗ 9.81 = 0.392𝑁

(1)

𝑇𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,40𝑔 = 𝐹40𝑔 ∗ 𝑟 = 0.392𝑁 ∗ 0.0762𝑚 = 29.87𝑚𝑁𝑚

(2)

𝐹80𝑔 = 𝑚𝑎 = 0.08𝑘𝑔 ∗ 9.81 = 0.784𝑁

(3)

𝑇𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,80𝑔 = 𝐹80𝑔 ∗ 𝑟 = 0.784𝑁 ∗ 0.0762𝑚 = 69.74𝑚𝑁𝑚

(4)

From the equations above, a range of required torques based on lid weight was
established. A motor with a rated torque on the larger side of this range has been
selected to account for variations in lid design and should be more than adequate.

The rotations per minute (RPM) of the motor will affect the rate at which the lid
opens. If a servomotor is chosen, the appropriate RPM will be implemented through
the PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller. Having the lid open or close in roughly 2
seconds will allow for a prompt transition, without having too quick of a motion that
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could potentially harm the pet or user. The equation below shows the desired RPM of
the motor to achieve this desired transition time:

0.25 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
2 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

= 7.5𝑟𝑝𝑚

(5)

The open and close functions of the lid can be seen below, starting with the open function.

Figure 3: Open Lid Function
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Figure 4: Close Lid Function

These two functions work fundamentally in the same way; however, one opens the lid
and the other closes. The period of the PWM signal (sent by the PIC24FJ128GA010)
to control shaft position is 20ms. If the pulse width of the PWM signal is set to 4%,
then the motor shaft will move to the position for the lid to be closed (horizontal), and
when set to 6% pulse width for an open (vertical) position. However, the issue with
doing so is that the servomotor will move “instantaneously” (as quickly as it can).
Because the speed of the positional servomotor cannot be controlled, the open and
close functions shown above increment the position of the servo by a small amount
each period, for 200 periods. Because the period of the PWM is 20ms, this will take
place over 2 seconds, allowing for a smooth transition from closed to open (or open to
close for the close function). A schematic of the positional servomotor for the lid and
its connections can be seen below in Figure X.
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Figure 5: Schematic for Lid Operation servomotor

Sixteen possible device states may exist depending on three possible states from the
Lid Operation and Food Dispensing Subsystems, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 6: Pet Food Protector States.
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The first subsystem state identified is the lid state, where four possible states exist:
the lid is closed, the lid is transitioning to open, the lid is open, and the lid is
transitioning to closed. The second subsystem state identified is the food dispensing
state, where two possible states exist: the food is dispensing, or the food is not
dispensing. The final subsystem state is the pet proximity state, where either the pet is
within the acceptable proximity to the bowl, or the pet is not within the acceptable
proximity to the bowl.

The primary function of the device is to control the state of the lid, and therefore the
pet’s ability to access food. Based on the two other subsystem states, as well as the
current state of the lid, an appropriate action can be taken to either restrict or allow
access to the food bowl. Ultimately the control of the lid state will be accomplished
through the motor. Several states were identified as undesired due to the goals of the
project. For example, any state involving a non-closed lid while dispensing is active
is to be avoided. This is to prevent a pet from eating food while the proper amount to
feed them is being measured by the scale. Some actions were identified due to the
nature of one state requiring a new state. For example, state 1 in Figure 4 exists when
the lid is closed, no dispensing is active, and the pet is in the appropriate proximity to
the device. If such a state were entered, the device should allow food access to the
pet, by moving to state 5, were the lid state transitions to open.
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In order to accomplish the task of determining the proximity of the pet to the device,
the transceivers must work together to establish whether the pet is within the
acceptable range for opening the lid. The transceiver located on the collar sends a
coded transmission to the transceiver located on the device every second. The
Received Signal Strength Indicator Pin on the transceiver located on the device
continuously outputs a voltage proportional to the received signal strength. This
voltage is continuously sampled by the microcontroller to determine an average
voltage proportional to the signal strength of the received transmission. This voltage
is then compared to an input threshold determined by testing various distances and
orientations of transceivers. An average voltage higher than the threshold indicates
that the collar is within an acceptable distance, which can be used to determine the
control of the lid servo motor. Figure 5 shows an EagleCAD schematic to accomplish
wireless communication between the pet collar and the device. Figure 7 shows a
schematic created to implement wireless communication between transceivers. Figure
8 shows code written to sample the RSSI Pin and determine a collar proximity status.
Figure 9 shows code written to integrate the functionality of determining collar
proximity and motor control.
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Figure 7: Microcontroller and Transceiver Schematic for Wireless Communication
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Figure 8: getProximity Function Responsible for Determining Pet Collar Proximity.

Figure 9: main Function Responsible for Executing Lid Operation Subsystem.
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2.4 Food Intake Monitoring (BB):
When implementing the Food Intake Monitoring subsystem, a circuit will be
constructed to implement an electronic scale with the ability to provide an analog
voltage output to a PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller indicating the weight of the
pet food in the bowl. The construction of the electronic scale will consist of load cells
underneath a platform supporting the food bowl, with differential amplifiers to
provide a readable voltage. The load cell consists of four resistors connected in a
bridge configuration. As pet food falls into the food bowl, the resistance values in the
load cells change, causing an analog voltage output proportional to the weight of pet
food in the bowl. This voltage can then be interpreted by the microcontroller to
determine the proper weight of food in the bowl.

When determining the proper load cell ratings for supporting a food bowl and varying
amounts of pet food, a conversion factor from cups of food to kilogram-force (Kgf)
was determined. This conversion factor was determined with an assumption that 1cup
of kibble weighed approximately 4oz. Using Equation (6), 4oz of kibble was
converted to approximately 113.398g per cup of kibble.
4𝑜𝑧
28.3495𝑔
)(
)
𝑐𝑢𝑝
𝑜𝑧

(

=

113.398𝑔
𝑐𝑢𝑝

(6)

With Equation (7), the 113.398g/cup approximation was used to establish a
conversion factor of 0.113398kgf per cup of kibble.

1𝑘𝑔𝑓
)
1000𝑔

113.398𝑔 (

0.113398𝑘𝑔𝑓
)
𝑐𝑢𝑝

=(

(7)
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Figure 7 shows a recommended dog feeding chart from Purina. For a small to
medium size dog, the food range is 1/3 of a cup to 2 and 2/3 of a cup. Equation (8)
uses this table and the conversion factor determined with Equation (6) to calculate an
estimated load cell rating range of 0.037799kgf to 0.3024kgf for pet food alone.

Figure 10: Recommended Feeding Amounts Table from Purina.

1
3

0.113398𝑘𝑔𝑓
)
𝑐𝑢𝑝

( 𝑐𝑢𝑝) (

8
3

0.113398𝑘𝑔𝑓
)
𝑐𝑢𝑝

⇒ ( 𝑐𝑢𝑝) (

= 0.037799kgf ⇒ 0.3024kgf

(8)

Determining a proper load cell rating range, the weight of the food bowl and platform
above the load cell must also be considered. These weights can be added to the rating
range determined in Equation (8) for a proper load cell rating range once the bowl
and platform’s weights are known.
After selecting the SEN-14728 as a suitable load cell for this application, calculations
were required to provide suitable amplification for a meaningful voltage reading.
According to the SEN-14728 datasheet, at the max load of 500g, the voltage output is
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approximately 0.7mV/V. With a 6V source connected across the bridge, the rated
output becomes:
0.7𝑚𝑉

𝑉𝑜,𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = (

𝑉

) ∗ 6𝑉 = 4.2𝑚𝑉

(9)

A voltage output of 4.2mV at max load is still too small to read. A difference
amplifier will be constructed to scale the voltage output to a more practical range.
Figure 11 shows an EagleCAD schematic of the difference amplifier to be
constructed.

Figure 11: Difference Amplifier Circuit for Load Cell Output Amplification.
The output Vout of the difference amplifier can be expressed according to Equation
10.
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = (𝑅2 /𝑅1 ) (𝐷+ − 𝐷− )

(10)

Where D+ and D- are the positive and negative terminals of the SEN-14728 output,
respectively. To properly scale the linear output, two cases were considered. 0V must
remain 0V, and the rated output of 4.2mV must be scaled to approximately 3V. To
accommodate the absolute maximum value given by the SEN-14728 datasheet, a
rated output of 5.1mV was considered, so that the output would not exceed the 3.3V
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maximum for pins on the PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller. With a chosen R1
value of 1kΩ, R2 was then chosen such that Equation 11 was satisfied.
𝑅

2
3𝑉 = (1𝑘𝛺
) ∗ 5.1𝑚𝑉

(11)

A proper R2 would then be approximately 588kΩ. For simplicity, a value of 600kΩ
was chosen, which would result in an absolute maximum of 3.06V as shown in
Equation 12.
600𝑘𝛺

𝑉𝑜 = (

1𝑘𝛺

) (5.1𝑚𝑉) = 3.06𝑉

(12)

With the amplification factor of 600 now known, the standard rated voltage output
was then calculated as approximately 2.52V as shown in Equation 13.
𝑉𝑜 = (600)(4.2𝑚𝑉) = 2.52𝑉

(13)

This amplification scheme can be applied to all load cells in the scale, and the analog
voltage sum can then represent the weight of the pet food on the scale. This can be
calibrated by adding known food weights to the scale to determine a proper
conversion factor.
2.5 User Interfacing (BG, DO):
The Pet Food Protector will use a standard Bluetooth module. This will allow a user
to interact with the device when within 30 feet, allowing for data to be sent and
received by the app. Including the user’s specifications for how much the pet should
be fed, when it should be fed and how many times a day it should be fed, as well as
the amount of food that the pet has consumed in the last 7 days.

This Bluetooth will interface with the PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller. All device
operations will be carried out using a PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller, this
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microcontroller has the capability to support all inputs and outputs required for
controlling all subsystems and processes.
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3. Engineering Requirements Specification (BB, TD, BG, DO)
Table 1: Engineering Requirements
Engineering Requirements

Marketing

Justification

Requirements
3

The device will detect the correct pet within a 0.5m
range of the front of the bowl.
The device will only allow access to the food bowl
when the correct pet is detected.
The device will connect to a standard household
outlet (120VAC 60Hz).
The device will contain enough storage for x grams
(40 cups) of kibble.
The device will dispense an amount of food within
5% of a user-specified food weight in grams.
The device will dispense a user-specified weight of
food at up to three user-specified times of day.

3,4
1
1
2
2

5

The device will record food consumption in grams
over a seven-day period.

5

The device will allow the user to access collected
data wirelessly.
The device will not allow the weight of food in the
bowl to exceed 350 grams.

2

2

The device will calculate a recommended feeding
amount in grams based on pet weight (in kg) and
feeding schedule.

The presence of the pet must be known to
allow access to the bowl.
This will prevent other pets from eating
the correct pet’s food.
For user convenience.
For a small-medium dog, this will provide
at least 1 weeks’ worth of food.
The dispensed food must be as the user
specifies.
One to three feeding timer per day
accommodates versatile pet eating
schedules.
Data on food consumption must be
collected in order to eventually be
displayed.
Accessing food consumption on data a
mobile device is convenient for the user.
Additional food should not be dispensed if
the bowl is full. 350g calculated using
conversion factor in Eq (1) with 2.5 cup
maximum value.
Providing a recommended amount of food
will be convenient for the user.

4. Engineering Standards Specification (BB, TD, BG, DO)
Table 2: Engineering Standards
Standard

Description

Communications

The transceiver devices responsible for identifying the proximity of the pet to the
device will utilize the IEE 802.15.4 communication standard. The device will also use
Bluetooth to communicate between it and a phone app.
The app will utilize a React Native frontend, this will use JavaScript, HTML and CSS.
The app will use a Node JS and C# backend, this will use JavaScript to connect to a
SQL server and a Bluetooth Module. The PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller will use
C code to control any processes on the device.

Programming Languages
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5. Accepted Technical Design
5.1 Hardware Design:
Level 0 Block Diagram (BB, TD, BG, DO):

Figure 12: Level 0 Block Diagram

Table 3: Level 0 Block Diagram Description
Module

Pet Food Protector

Designers

Braeden Balch, Trey Dillan, Brandon George, David Owens

Inputs

Dog Identity
Power Supply: 120 Volts (AC)
Bulk Pet Food
User Settings

Outputs

Measured Pet Food

Description

Recognize the pet based on wireless input signal and output/show the measured
pet food based on whether the correct pet approached the food bowl. If the pet
is trying to access their own food, the mechanism that controls the lid to the
food bowl will open, granting the pet access to their food.
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Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: Lid Operation) (BB, TD, BG):

Figure 13: Level 1 Lid Operation Hardware Block Diagram

Table 4: Level 1 Lid Operation Block Diagram Description
Module

Lid Operation

Designers

Braeden Balch, Trey Dillan, Brandon George

Inputs

DC Power Input
Pet ID – Transmitter and Receiver
User Settings

Outputs

Lid Status Sensor

Description

Recognize a pet has approached the device and controlled the motor control of
the lid. This implies that the lid should open when the pet has entered the range
of the reading of the tag or is standing at the device and should close when the
pet has left the devices range of reading.
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Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: Lid Operation) (BB, TD, BG):

Figure 14: Level 2 Lid Operation Hardware Block Diagram

Table 5: Level 2 Lid Operation Block Diagram Description
Module

Lid Operation

Designers

Braeden Balch, Trey Dillan, Brandon George

Inputs

Motor Power
Microcontroller Power
Pet Id - Transmitter and Receiver
Maximum food allowance
Weight of food consumed

Outputs

Signal to motors to open and close lids

Description

Recognize a pet has approached the device and controlled the motor control of
the lid. This implies that the lid should open when the pet has entered the range
of the reading of the tag or is standing at the device and should close when the
pet has left the devices range of reading. After running through the logic in the
microcontroller, a signal gets sent to the motor to determine whether or not the
lid should open or the lid should close.
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Level 3 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: Lid Operation) (BB, TD, BG):

Figure 15: Level 3 Lid Operation Hardware Block Diagram
Table 6: Level 3 Lid Operation Block Diagram Description
Module

Lid Operation

Designers

Braeden Balch, Trey Dillan, Brandon George

Inputs

Motor Power
Microcontroller Power
Lid Status
Pulse Code Transmission
Maximum Food Allowance
Feeding Times
Weight of Food Consumed

Outputs

Signal to motors to open and close lids

Description

Recognize a pet has approached the device and controlled the motor control of the
lid. This implies that the lid should open when the pet has entered the range of the
reading of the tag or is standing at the device and should close when the pet has left
the devices range of reading. After running through the logic in the microcontroller,
a signal gets sent to the motor to determine whether or not the lid should open or the
lid should close.
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Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: Food Dispensing) (TD, BG, DO):

Figure 16: Level 1 Food Dispensing Hardware Block Diagram

Table 7: Level 1 Food Dispensing Block Diagram Description
Module

Food Dispensing

Designers

Trey Dillan, Brandon George, David Owens

Inputs

DC Power Input
User Settings
Current Food Weight

Outputs

Food to bowl
Weight of food in bowl

Description

A DC power input will be used to power the motor controlling the way the food
is being dispensed. The food will be dispensed depending on specified user
settings coming from the user interfacing subsystem. The current food weight
will be used to determine how much food the device should dispense to the
bowl.
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Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: Food Dispensing) (TD, BG, DO):

Figure 17: Level 2 Food Dispensing Hardware Block Diagram
Table 8: Level 1 Food Dispensing Block Diagram Description
Module

Food Dispensing

Designers

Trey Dillan, Brandon George, David Owens

Inputs

Motor Power from Power Distributions
User Settings
- Desired Food Weight
- Feeding Times
- Number of Feeding Times in a day
Current Food Weight

Outputs

Signal to motor telling it to dispense food when the correct user setting preferences have been met

Description A user would specify how much food they would want to give to their pet, when in the day they
would like their pet to be feed, and how many times they want the pet to be feed in a day. Also, the
current food weight coming from the food intake monitoring subsystem so that the bowl is not
overflowed with more food than it should have in it. These parameters would be put into the
microcontroller, then if the correct conditions are meant, there will be a signal to the motor to
dispense the correct amount of food to the bowl without overflowing it.
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Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: Food Intake Monitoring) (BB, DO):

Figure 18: Level 1 Food Intake Hardware Block Diagram

Table 9: Level 1 Food Intake Monitoring Block Diagram Description
Module

Food Intake Monitoring

Designers

Braeden Balch, David Owens

Inputs

Motor Power from Power Distributions
User Settings
- Desired Food Weight
- Feeding Times
- Number of Feeding Times in a day
Current Food Weight

Outputs

Sends the food weight data back to the User Interfacing system

Description

Pet food falls into the food bowl, which is connected to an electronic scale. The
electronic scale sends the current food weight to the User Interfacing
subsystem.
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Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: Food Intake Monitoring) (BB, DO):

Figure 19: Level 2 Food Intake Hardware Block Diagram

Table 10: Level 2 Food Intake Monitoring Block Diagram Description
Module

Food Intake Monitoring

Designers

Braeden Balch, David Owens

Inputs

Power to the Scale load cells.
Food from the food dispensing system.

Outputs

Sends the current food weight back to the food dispensing system and the user
interfacing system

Description

Pet food falls into the food bowl, which is connected to load cells, forming a
scale. The scale sends analog voltages proportional to the weight of food in the
scale back to the PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller. The microcontroller then
performs a calculation to determine the current weight of food in the bowl, in
grams, which is sent to the food distribution subsystem, and the user-interfacing
subsystem via Bluetooth module.
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Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: Power Distribution) (BB, TD):

Figure 20: Level 1 Power Distribution Hardware Block Diagram

Table 11: Level 1 Power Distribution Block Diagram Description
Module

Power Distribution

Designers

Braeden Balch, Trey Dillan

Inputs

120VAC 60Hz Power Supply

Outputs

Regulated DC Voltage

Description

Incoming power from a 120VAC 60Hz household wall outlet is converted to a
regulated VDC sent to the Food Dispensing, Lid Operation, and Food Intake
Subsystems, as well as a central microcontroller.
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Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: Power Distribution) (BB, TD):

Figure 21: Level 2 Power Distribution Hardware Block Diagram

Table 12: Level 2 Power Distribution Block Diagram Description
Module

Power Distribution

Designers

Braeden Balch, Trey Dillan

Inputs

120VAC 60Hz wall supply

Outputs

Motor Power Voltage
Load Cell Power Voltage
Microcontroller Power Voltage

Description

Incoming power from a 120VAC 60Hz household wall outlet is distributed to
three separate voltage regulation units. AC voltage is converted to DC and
regulated to the necessary voltage requirements for motors, load cells, and the
microcontroller.
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Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: User Interfacing) (BG, DO):

Figure 22: Level 1 User Interfacing Hardware Block Diagram

Table 13: Level 1 User Interfacing Block Diagram Description
Module

User Interfacing

Designers

Brandon George, David Owens

Inputs

User Settings
- Desired Food Weight
- Feeding Times

Outputs

User Settings getting applied to the other subsystems

Description

The user interface will be an app that will ask the user to input how much food
that the pet will eat and the feeding times for that pet as well. This will then be
sent to the other subsystems as inputs.
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Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram (Subsystem: User Interfacing) (BG, DO):

Figure 23: Level 2 User Interfacing Hardware Block Diagram

Table 14: Level 2 User Interfacing Block Diagram Description
Module

User Interfacing

Designers

Brandon George, David Owens

Inputs

User Settings
- Desired Food Weight
- Feeding Times
- Number of Feeding Times

Outputs

User Settings getting applied to the other subsystems and data coming back to
the user interface

Description

The app, which will now be a react native frontend and a NodeJS backend, will
communicate with the microcontroller via a Bluetooth module and send the
inputs from the user to the other subsystems and store those settings inside a
database. Then the other subsystems will send back the data to the user
interface.
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5.2 Software Design:
Level 1 Software Block Diagram (Subsystem: Lid Operation) (BB, TD, BG):

Figure 24: Level 1 Lid Operation Software Design Diagram
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Level 2 Software Block Diagram (Subsystem: Lid Operation) (BB, TD, BG):

Figure 25: Level 2 Lid Operation Software Design Diagram
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The Lid Operation subsystem above shows the process to which the lid will open and close as
determined by the pet. To start off the process, we are going to be continuously getting a pet ID
to make sure that if the pet has a collar that is transmitting, we are able to recognize it and act
accordingly. So, as the pet ID is inputted into this function, we check to see if it is a 0 or a 1 with
0 meaning that there is no pet detected and 1 being there is a pet. If a pet is detected and the
collar is transmitting correctly, we then move on to check the status of the lid. If the lid is already
open, that means that either it has been opened for cleaning or the dog is eating any food that is
already there. So, we loop back to check if a pet is detected or not. This will continuously check
and loop back so long as the pet is there, or the lid is open. This part describes up to level 1. In
the level 2, we added another parameter with checking the food dispensing. So, if the lid is open
or closed, we check the food dispensing status with two different cases. If the lid is open and it is
not time to dispense, we loop back to detecting a pet. If it is time to dispense, we wait to see if
the pet is still there and when it has left the area, we close the lid and loop back to detection. If
the lid is closed and it is not time to dispense, we can open the lid. If the lid is closed and it is
time to dispense, we just go back to the top to detecting a pet. So, the only time that the lid
should open should be when a pet is detected, the lid is close, and the food dispensing is not
happening. The only time that the lid should close should be when a pet is not detected, it is not
time to dispense food, and the lid is open or a pet is not detected, the lid is open, and it is time to
dispense food.
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Level 1 Software Block Diagram (Subsystem: Food Dispensing) (TD, BG, DO):

Figure 26: Level 1 Food Dispensing Software Design Diagram

The Food Dispensing subsystem above shows the process to which food will and will not be
dispense. To start this process, we take in the feeding times, so when the pet will be fed, and how
many times he will be fed. We then check the time at which the user would like to feed their dog
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against the current time. If it is not the correct time, we continuously check the current time
against the predetermined time until they are equal. When it is the correct time, we need to check
the status of the lid. Food should only be dispensed when the lid is closed. So, if the lid is open,
no food should be dispensed, and we should loop back to checking the times again. There will be
a range of times to which it will be ok for food to be dispensed. If the lid is closed, we then must
get the difference of current food weight versus desired food weight from the Food Intake
subsystem. If there is food to dispense, then we dispense that amount of food, otherwise nothing
is dispensed, and we go back to checking the time.
Level 1 Software Block Diagram (Subsystem: Food Intake) (BB, DO)

Figure 27: Level 1 Food Intake Software Design Diagram
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The Food Intake subsystem above shows the process to which the food will be measured and
reported back to the user and the Food Dispensing subsystem. We first need to get the weight of
the food and bowl and the weight of the bowl and calculated the difference of the two to get the
weight of the food itself. We then check this weight against the max food weight. If the weight of
the food in the bowl is greater than or equal to the max food weight, we tell the device to not
dispense any food. If it is less than the max food weight, we calculate the difference of the
weight of the food in the bowl and the max food and report that back to the user and the Food
Dispensing subsystem.

Level 1 Software Block Diagram (Subsystem: User Interfacing) (BG, DO)

Figure 28: Level 1 User Interfacing Software Design Diagram
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Level 2 Software Block Diagram (Subsystem: User Interfacing) (BG, DO):

Figure 29: Level 2 User Interfacing Software Design Diagram
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The User Interface subsystem above shows the process to which the user interacts with the
device. The user can log into an app on their phone, and via Bluetooth control how much food
their pet receives daily. First the user must log into the app, if the user does not already have an
account the user must set one up. The app will check the remote database for the user’s
credentials, or insert the new credentials inserted by the new user. After the signed in, the user
will be able to create new settings for their pet’s feeding times or change pre-existing ones. For
the parameters of this project, the user will only be able to create a new feeding time if their dog
is within a certain weight. The user will be asked how many times a day they want their pet to be
fed, with a maximum of 3 times for health reasons. The user will also be asked how much food
they want their pets to eat total or per meal. Finally, the user will also be asked what times they
want their pet’s fed. All of these parameters will be sent via Bluetooth to the device and to the
database for use at later times. All of the parameters that come from the log-in/sign-up page and
all user inputs will be stored in a database.

The following figures below show the code that was implemented for the UI and the UI itself.
The LogoTitle() function grabs a picture and displays the picture on the app, which is shown in
Figure 30. The Homescreen() function, shown in Figure 31, displays the login page, where the
user will type in a username and password to login to their account. After signing in, the user
will be prompted with some user inputs, which is shown in Figure 36. The user will enter those
in, and they will go to the database. The <TextInput> fields in Figure 33 are used to get user
inputs. The showDatePicker and hideDatePicker functions are used to open and close the time
modal, shown in Figure 32 and Figure 37. The handleConfirm function is going to be used to
send all data out once it is validated and approved to be sent. The output of the time picker is
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shown in Figure 38. The App() function in Figure 34 is what does the navigation and puts the
app together.

Figure 30: User Interface Code Part 1
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Figure 31: User Interface Code Part 2
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Figure 32: User Interface Code Part 3
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Figure 33: User Interface Code Part 4
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Figure 34: User Interface Code Part 5
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Figure 35: Home Screen

Figure 36: User Input Screen
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Figure 37: Timepicker Modal

Figure 38: Output of Timepicker

6. Mechanical Sketch (BB, BG, TD, DO):

Figure 39: Mechanical Sketch
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bulk food storage
Food access lid open
Food access lid close
Food bowl (where food is dispensed from bulk storage)
Scale/Load Cells (located beneath food bowl)
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7. Team Information
a. Braeden Balch – Electrical Engineer
b. Trey Dillan – Electrical Engineer
c. Brandon George – Computer Engineer
d. David Owens – Computer Engineer

8. Parts Lists
Table 15: Parts List and Budget
Qty.
4

Part Num.
SEN-14728

Description
MINI LOAD CELL 500G STRAIGHT BAR

Cost
$11.25

Total
Cost
$45.00

2

SER0056

$6.00

$12.00

1

EPS-15-3.3

$9.34

$9.34

1

GTM43007B3006-FW(R)

4.8 ~ 6VDC Servomotor
Open Frame AC DC Converters 1 Output 3.3V - - - 85 ~ 264 VAC, 120 ~
370 VDC Input
Open Frame AC DC Converters 1
Output 6V - - - 90 ~ 264 VAC Input

$17.82

$17.82

1

CONN02SFLPCB

.100" (2.54mm) Center Crimp Terminal Housing With Locking Ramp
CONN HOUSING 2POS .100 W/ RAMP (& MATCHING CRIMP PIN)

2

CONN03SFLPCB

.100" (2.54mm) Center Crimp Terminal Housing With Locking
Ramp CONN HOUSING 3POS .100 W/ RAMP (& MATCHING
CRIMP PIN)

2

CONN04SFLPCB

.100" (2.54mm) Center Crimp Terminal Housing With Locking
Ramp CONN HOUSING 4POS .100 W/ RAMP (& MATCHING
CRIMP PIN)

1
3

SER0035
TLV2252AI

$18.05

$18.05

1

MIKROE-2543

Servomotor 360º 20KG
General Purpose Amplifier 2 Circuit Rail-to-Rail 8-PDIP
RN4870 Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) RF mikroBUS Click Platform
Evaluation Expansion Board
Total:
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$102.21

9. Project Schedules
ID

Task Name

Duration

Start

1

Task
Mode

SDP I 2021

93.38 days

Mon 8/23/21 Wed 11/24/21

2

Project Design
Midterm Report
Cover page

92 days
12 days
12 days

Mon 8/23/21 Tue 11/23/21
Mon 8/23/21 Mon 10/11/21
Mon 8/23/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan
Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan
David Owens

12 days
Mon 8/23/21 Mon 10/11/21
47.38 days Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Brandon George,David Owens
Brandon George,Trey Dillan,Braeden Balch,David Owens

Need
Objective

47.38 days
47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21
Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Brandon George,Trey Dillan
Brandon George,Trey Dillan

Background
Marketing Requirements

47.38 days
47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21
Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Brandon George,Trey Dillan
Brandon George,Trey Dillan

Engineering Requirements Specification

47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

T of C, L of T, L of F
Problem Statement

Predecessors

Resource Names

47.38 days Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21
47.38 days Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan
Braeden Balch

Electronics (analog and digital)
Signal Processing

47.38 days
47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21
Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch,Trey Dillan
Braeden Balch

17

Communications (analog and digital)
Computer Networks

47.38 days
47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21
Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch
Brandon George,David Owens

18

Embedded Systems

47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan

19

Controls

47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch,Brandon George

13
14
15
16

20
21
22
23
24
25

Engineering Analysis
Circuits (DC, AC, Power, …)

Finish

Accepted Technical Design
Hardware Design: Phase 1

47.38 days Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21
47.38 days Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Hardware Block Diagrams Levels 0 thru N (w/ FR tables)
47.38 days Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21
Software Design: Phase 1
47.38 days Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21
Software Behavior Models Levels 0 thru N (w/FR tables)
47.38 days Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch,Trey Dillan
Brandon George,David Owens
Brandon George,David Owens

26

Mechanical Sketch
Team information

47.38 days
47.38 days

27

Project Schedules

47.38 days Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch

47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch

28

Midterm Design Gantt Chart

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21
Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan
Braeden Balch,Trey Dillan

Trey Dillan
David Owens

29

References

47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Brandon George,Trey Dillan

30

Midterm Parts Request Form

47.38 days

Wed 8/25/21 Mon 10/11/21

Braeden Balch,Trey Dillan

31

0 days
0 days

Wed 9/22/21 Wed 9/22/21
Wed 9/29/21 Wed 9/29/21

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan

32

Midterm Design Presentations Day 1
Midterm Design Presentations Day 2

33

Project Poster

44.38 days

Mon 10/11/21 Wed 11/24/21 3

Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan

34

Final Design Report
Abstract

44.38 days
44.38 days

Mon 10/11/21 Wed 11/24/21 3
Mon 10/11/21 Wed 11/24/21 3

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan
Trey Dillan

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Hardware Design: Phase 2
Modules 1…n
Simulations
Schematics
Software Design: Phase 2
Modules 1…n
Code (working subsystems)
System integration Behavior Models
Parts Lists

44.38 days Mon 10/4/21 Wed 11/17/21
44.38 days Mon 10/4/21 Wed 11/17/21

Braeden Balch,Trey Dillan
Braeden Balch,Trey Dillan

44.38 days
44.38 days

Braeden Balch,Trey Dillan
Braeden Balch,Trey Dillan

Mon 10/4/21 Wed 11/17/21 3
Mon 10/4/21 Wed 11/17/21 3

44.38 days Mon 10/4/21 Wed 11/17/21

Brandon George,David Owens

44.38 days Mon 10/4/21 Wed 11/17/21

Brandon George,David Owens

44.38 days
44.38 days

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan
Brandon George,David Owens

Mon 10/4/21 Wed 11/17/21 3
Mon 10/4/21 Wed 11/17/21 3

51.38 days Mon 10/4/21 Wed 11/24/21

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan

50.38 days
50.38 days

Mon 10/4/21 Tue 11/23/21 3
Mon 10/4/21 Tue 11/23/21 3

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan
Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan

Proposed Implementation Gantt Chart
Conclusions and Recommendations

50.38 days
50.38 days

Mon 10/4/21 Tue 11/23/21 3
Mon 10/4/21 Tue 11/23/21 3

Braeden Balch
Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan

Parts Request Form for Subsystems
Subsystems Demonstrations Day 1

34.38 days
0 days

Wed 9/22/21 Tue 10/26/21 31
Wed 11/10/21 Wed 11/10/21

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan

Subsystems Demonstrations Day 2
Parts Request Form for Spring Semester

0 days
8.38 days

Wed 11/17/21 Wed 11/17/21
Tue 11/23/21 Wed 12/1/21 34

Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan
Braeden Balch,Brandon George,David Owens,Trey Dillan

Parts list(s) for Schematics
Materials Budget list

Figure 40: Gantt Chart/Project Schedule

10. Conclusion

The Pet Food Protector consists of five major subsystems designed to work together to
satisfy outlined engineering and marketing requirements. Engineering analysis has been
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performed to determine adequate hardware and software solutions to implement each
subsystem. Future iterations of the design process will include selection of parts, writing of
software, and drawing of wiring diagrams. Development and testing of these subsystems will
continue as the semester progresses to meet required deadlines. Specific approaches and
designs are subject to change as further research is conducted.
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12. Appendices
12.1

Data Sheets (Links)

Load Cells
Positional Servomotor
Continuous Rotation Servomotor
120VAC to 3.3VDC Converter
120VAC to 6.0VDC Converter
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